12 - 1:00 p.m. - LUNCH SESSION
Superpowers for
Effective Imagery

1:15 - 2:15 p.m.
Defining Your Visual Language:
The Art of Storytelling

2:30 - 3:30 p.m.
Working with a
Graphic Designer

In this interactive session, Cece
will share techniques and tools
to improve your use of video and
photography from ideation to
execution.

adam will teach you how to use
applications to organize and plan
Instagram content that tells your
brand’s story through imagery

Paul will discuss a series of
questions PR professionals should
ask themselves in order to effectively
communicate their vision to a graphic
designer.

Cecilia Shabazz

Adam Myrick

PAUL TYNES

Adam is a content
creator, marketer,
and web designer.
His passion for
style was born in
Mississippi and bred
in New York City
where he learned
the trade with
companies like H&M and Restoration
Hardware. Adam later returned south
to be closer to family and open up
shop in his home town of Hattiesburg,
Ms in 2011. there, his talents expanded
to downtown revivalist, neighborhood
arts advocate, documentary producer,
and magazine editor. He currently
resides in Pensacola, Fl and is the
brand manager at Duh for garden &
home and creative head of WKKNDR
Branding.

Paul Tynes is the
owner and design
director of Noble
Motive, a small
graphic and web
design studio that
works with
organizations of
all types to provide strategic
solutions to their needs. With over a
decade of professional experience,
crafting visual languages comes as a
welcomed challenge to him. When he’s
not in front of his computer, he’s sure
to be found planning his next
adventure with his wife, Raven, and
their son, Solomon.

Brand Advisor

Cece is an
experienced awardwinning creative
director with
nearly 17 years in
the advertising
industry, crafting
powerful brand
strategies for a diverse suite of local,
regional and national clients. Her
proven track record of concepting
and creative tactics, idea generation,
and direction have led to numerous
awards from the American Advertising
Federation, with consecutive
recognition as “Art Director of the
Year” and “Creative Director of the
Year”, as well as the prestigious Silver
Medalist award for her contributions
to the advertising industry.

Marketing Manager
Duh for Garden & Home

Co-owner/Art Director/Designer
Noble Motive

register at: pinebeltpram.com/rsvp
students: $25
pram members: $35
guests: $45

